INTERNATIONAL AROID SOCIETY SHOW & SALE
SEPTEMBER 16 & 17

VENDORS
Fish Head Farms: Fish Sh!t
Plant Story
MonsteraX
Nature's Tapestry
Wuho Tropicals
Urban Jungle
Plant Proper
MDA 1635
Next World Exotics
Ecuagenera USA
Mundiflora Farm
Tropicals: Plants from South America
Ralph Plants
Aaron Apsley Artwork
Dade Plant Co
Understory Oasis
Antolak Landscape + Garden
Karma Nursery
Live with Plants Calusa Palms Nursery
Plant Petite
Plant Zaddy Therapy
Carnivero
Asiatic Green Horticulture & Landscape
Plvntly Amazon Garden Thailand
Kreative Gardens
Rare Plant Fairy Nirvana Tropicals
That Crazy Plant Keeper
Zen Garden
Thai Exotic Greenery
and more...

FAIRCHILD TROPICAL BOTANIC GARDEN